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DEPARTMENT OF PHYSICS 
List & Links of the virtual experiments to be performed by the students of 

B.Sc.-II (Semester-IV) 
Sr. 

No. 

Experiment Link Note 

1 Frequency of AC mains by using 

Sonometer. 
http://amrita.olabs.edu.i
n/?sub=1&brch=6&sim=
151&cnt=1 

You have to register 
first to Amrita Virtual 
Lab to access this expt. 

2 a) To set up and observe Newton’s 
rings.  

b) To determine the wavelength of 
the given source 

https://vlab.amrita.edu/
?sub=1&brch=189&sim=
335&cnt=1 

You have to register 
first to Amrita Virtual 
Lab to access this expt. 

3 a) To set up and observe Newton’s 
rings. 

b) Find the refractive index of given 
liquid. 

https://vlab.amrita.edu/
?sub=1&brch=189&sim=
1520&cnt=1 

You have to register 
first to Amrita Virtual 
Lab to access this expt. 

4 To verify the Brewster's law and to 
find the Brewster's angle. 

https://vlab.amrita.edu/
?sub=1&brch=189&sim=
333&cnt=1 

You have to register 
first to Amrita Virtual 
Lab to access this expt. 

5 To determine the refractive index of 
the material of a prism. 

https://vlab.amrita.edu/
?sub=1&brch=281&sim=
1513&cnt=1 

You have to register 
first to Amrita Virtual 
Lab to access this expt. 

6 To determine the dispersive power of 
prism. 

https://vlab.amrita.edu/
?sub=1&brch=281&sim=
851&cnt=1 

You have to register 
first to Amrita Virtual 
Lab to access this expt. 

7 To determine the number of lines per 
millimeter of the grating using the 
green line of the mercury spectrum. 

https://vlab.amrita.edu/
?sub=1&brch=281&sim=
334&cnt=1 

You have to register 
first to Amrita Virtual 
Lab to access this expt. 

8 To calculate the wavelength of the 
other prominent lines of mercury by 
normal incidence method using 
grating  

https://vlab.amrita.edu/
?sub=1&brch=281&sim=
334&cnt=1 

You have to register 
first to Amrita Virtual 
Lab to access this expt. 

9 Measurement of high resistance by the 
method ofleakage of a condenser 

https://bopiitk.vlabs.ac.i
n/exp/condenserleakage
-method/ 

You directly access this 
expt. from the given 
link 

10 To measure the specific rotation of 
cane sugar usingPolarimeter 

https://bopiitk.vlabs.ac.i
n/exp/canesugarrotatio
n/procedure.html 

You directly access 
this expt. from the 
given link 

11 Aim is to find the inductance of a coil 
using Anderson's Bridge 

https://vlab.amrita.edu/
?sub=1&brch=192&sim=
859&cnt=1 

You have to register 
first to Amrita Virtual 
Lab to access this 
expt. 
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Procedure to Register for Amrita Virtual Lab 

1) GO TO https://vlab.amrita.edu/ 

2) CLICK ON Login  

 

3) CLICK ON Create an account 
 

 

https://vlab.amrita.edu/
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4) Enter Your Details in The Given Fields  

 

 

 
5) GO BACK and LOGIN WITH YOUR E-mail ID and Password.  

 

 


